Contracts are a form of lightweight formal specification embedded in the program text; by combining specification and implementation, they try to make it easier for programmers to write and update the specification. Motivated by the importance of having accurate specifications over a system's lifetime, this paper presents an extensive empirical study of 15 software projects in Eiffel and C# using contracts over a total of 97 years of development. The study analyzes 1) how specifications change over time, 2) what is the relationship between code changes and specification changes for the same project, and 3) what are the consequences for project development activities. The results include: the percentage of program elements with specification is above 33% for most projects and tends to be stable over time; there is no strong preference for a certain type of specification element (preconditions, postconditions, class invariants); specifications are quite stable compared to implementations.
Introduction
What happens to the documentation when the code changes? In many cases, it is not updated to reflect the latest evolution of the software it is supposed to document. This creates a vicious cycle where specifications become useless because they are obsolete, and they are not updated because are considered useless [20] . Techniques such as contracts [16] and literate programming [13] try to break this vicious cycle by combining code and specification: if documentation and implementation are tightly integrated parts of the same document that refer to the same entities from different angles, the cost of maintaining them synchronized is lower, and updating the specification is not perceived as a vain effort but a constituent part of the development process.
Motivated by the mutual importance of having good-quality software and accurate specification, this paper describes an empirical study of the evolution of specifications across thousands of revisions in 15 software projects, and of how changes in code and changes in its specification correlate-for short, how code and specification co-evolve. The extensive study targets programs written in object-oriented languages with contracts which provide executable formal specifications in the form of pre-and postconditions and class invariants-a form of rigorous documentation amenable to quantitative and automated analysis.
1
The specific study's questions focus on various phases of the software life cycle:
• Are specifications written, changed, and maintained as development progresses?
• Do changing specifications help detect inconsistent changes in the code (i.e., "conflicts") that are not found by purely syntactic analysis (i.e., diff 's)?
• Are evolving specifications effective oracles for black-box testing of the code under development?
• How do changes in specifications affect the capability to retrieve objects stored at a previous revision?
The study targets applications and libraries written in Eiffel and in C#. Eiffel has always supported contracts natively, whereas C# has added them only recently with the Code Contracts framework [15, 7] , but the number of C# projects using contracts is growing. Overall, this study analyzed a total of more than 210 million lines of code and specification distributed over 6000 revisions or 97 years of project life. The main findings of the study, described in Sections 4 and 5, include:
• Most of the analyzed projects make a significant usage of contracts: the percentages of routines and classes with specification is frequently above 33% and, in one exceptional case, as high as 90% .
• The percentage usage of specifications tends to be stable over time, except for the occasional turbulent phases where major refactorings are performed.
• There is no strong preference for some kinds of specification elements: in large projects maintained by professional programmers, postconditions and invariants are used as frequently as preconditions.
• Specifications are quite stable compared to implementations: a routine's body may change often, but its contracts will change infrequently.
• Inheritance does not normally affect the qualitative findings about contract usage: measures including and excluding inherited contracts highly correlate.
Our findings have interesting consequences for the questions that relate specification and software development, as we discuss in Section 5. To our knowledge, this is the first extensive study of the practical usage of simple specifications in relation with changes in the code. 2 Co-evolution of specification and code Contracts [16] are the form of lightweight specification that we analyze in this paper. This section gives a concise overview of the semantics of contracts and of the mutual relationship between changes in code and changes in specifications. The presentation uses a simplified example written in pseudo-Eiffel code (see Figure 1) which is, however, representative of features found in real code (see Section 4). We illustrate Eiffel's syntax and semantics as the presentation develops.
Contracts and their semantics
Consider a class MEASURE used to store a collection of measures, each represented by an integer number; the sequence of measures is stored in a list as attribute data. Figure 1 shows two revisions of class MEASURE, formatted so as to highlight the lines of code or specification added in revision 2. MEASURE includes specification elements in the form of preconditions (require), postconditions (ensure), and class invariants (invariant). Each element includes one or more clauses, one per line; the clauses are logically and ed. For example, routine (method) add datum has one precondition clause on line 8 and, in revision 2, another clause on line 9.
Contract clauses use the same syntax as Boolean expressions of the programming language; therefore, they are executable and can be checked at runtime. A routine's precondition must hold whenever the routine is called; the caller is responsible for satisfying the precondition of its callee. A routine's postcondition must hold whenever a routine terminates execution; the routine body is responsible for satisfying the postcondition upon termination. A class invariant specifies the "stable" object states between consecutive routine calls: it must hold whenever a new object of the class is created and after every (public) routine call terminates.
2 In Figure 1 (left), for example, routine add datum must be called with an actual argument d that represents a measure not already stored in the list data (precondition on line 8); when the routine terminates, the list data must not be Void (class invariant on line 20) and not empty (postcondition on line 11).
Contract and code changes
Revision 2 of class MEASURE, in Figure 1 (right), introduces changes both in the code and in the specification. What are the consequences of these changes in terms of class usability, maintainability, and reliability?
The specification becomes more detailed (or stronger ): a precondition clause and a class invariant clause are added on lines 9 and 23. Since the implementation of add datum does not change, we can argue that the routine's specification improves in revision 2, because the programmer's intentions are more accurately documented. A stronger precondition also makes add datum somewhat harder to test, because it can only be called with nonnegative values that satisfy the clause d ≥ 0.
Routine add datum's new precondition imposes stronger requirements on its callers. In the example, copy data calls add datum in the foreach loop on line 18: it adds to data each element in the list new list passed as argument. Thus, copy data is easier to test for correctness in revision 2: any list containing negative integers passed as new list triggers an error in the implementation of copy data that does not satisfy the testing oracle.
Routine copy data changes its implementation: revision 2 checks whether new list is empty (line 17) before copying its elements. Such a change of implementation does not, however, change the routine's semantics, and in fact its specification is the same as in revision 1. Therefore, clients can still rely on the same interface specification without need to worry about copy data's private modifications.
Finally, the class invariant's strengthening also impacts the testability of the class and its usage for persistence. Since the invariant must hold after object creation, it is easy to find out that the constructor make is inadequate in revision 2, as it instantiates an empty list data which does not satisfy not data.is empty. For a similar reason, objects stored in revision 1 with an empty data list cannot be retrieved after the code has evolved into revision 2 because they break the new class invariant.
Study setup
Our study analyzes the evolution of specifications written as contracts in C# and Eiffel. It covers a wide range of projects of different sizes and life spans. The Table 1 : List of projects used in the study (Age is in weeks).
following subsection presents how we selected the projects; Section 3.2 describes the tools we developed to perform the analysis; Section 3.3 discusses the raw measures we collected.
Data selection
We selected 15 open-source projects available in public repositories, whose revision histories are accessible using Subversion or Mercurial. Table 1 lists the projects and reports, for each of them, its total number of revisions, its life span (in weeks), the size in lines of code at the latest revision, the number of developers involved (i.e., the number of committers to the repository), and a short description. The eight Eiffel projects include: Eiffel Program Analysis (developed by students); AutoTest (developed by our research group); other commonly used Eiffel libraries (maintained by Eiffel Software or Gobo). We initially selected the C# projects available on the Code Contracts webpage. 3 One of them, however, contained no C# contracts, and the other four had only few revisions, therefore we excluded them from the study as they would have been out of scope; the remaining seven C# projects include two large applications mainly developed by Microsoft Research (Boogie and Dafny).
With the help of the project configuration files, we manually went through all project repositories to weed out the artifacts that are not part of the main application (e.g., test suites, accessory library code, or informal documentation). When a repository contained multiple branches, we selected the main branch (trunk in Subversion and default in Mercurial) and excluded the others.
Analysis tools
To support analysis of large amounts of program code in multiple languages, we developed Coat-a "COntract Analysis Tool". The current implementation of Coat has four main components: CoatRepo retrieves the complete revision history of projects; CoatEiffel and CoatC# are two language-specific backends that process Eiffel and C# classes and extract contracts and code into a database; CoatAnalyze queries the database data supplied by the back-ends and produces the raw measures discussed in Section 3.3. Finally, a set of R scripts reads the raw data produced by CoatAnalyze and performs statistical data analysis.
CoatRepo accesses Subversion and Mercurial repositories, checks out all revisions of a project, and stores them locally together with other relevant data such as commit dates, messages, and authors. We used this additional data to investigate unexpected behavior, such as sudden extreme changes in project sizes, as we mention in Section 4.
CoatEiffel parses Eiffel classes, extracts body and specification elements, and stores them in a structured way in a relational database, in a form suitable for the subsequent processing. While parsing technology is commonplace, parsing projects over a life span of nearly 20 years (such as EiffelBase) is challenging because of changes in the language syntax and semantics.
A major question for our analysis was how to deal with inheritance. Routines and classes inherit contracts as well as implementations; when analyzing the specification of a routine or a class, should our measures include the inherited specification? Since we had no preliminary evidence to prefer one approach or the other, our tools analyze each class twice: once in its flat version and once in its non-flat version. The non-flat version of a class is limited to what appears in the class text. A flat class, in contrast, explicitly includes all the routines (with their specification) and invariants of the ancestor classes. Flattening ignores, however, library classes or framework classes that are not part of the repository. Reconstructing flat classes in the presence of multiple inheritance (supported and frequently used in Eiffel) has to deal with features such as member renaming and redefinitions which introduce further complexity. Another challenge is supporting inheritance properly, which requires static analysis of the dependencies among the abstract syntax trees of different classes. Parsing C# is simpler because only deals with the latest version of the language and single inheritance. The C# language has, however, its peculiarities that require some special processing to make the results comparable with Eiffel's. For example, specifications of an interface or abstract class must appear in a separate child class including only the contracts; our tool merges these "specification classes" with their parent. Section 4.1 compares our measures for the flat and non-flat versions of our projects; the overall conclusion is that the measures tend to be closely correlated. This is a useful piece of information for the continuation of our study: for the measures we took, both considering in detail and overlooking inheritance seem to lead to consistent results.
CoatAnalyze reads the data stored in the database by CoatEiffel and CoatC# and computes the raw measures described in Section 3.3. It outputs them to CSV files, which are finally processed by a set of R scripts that produce tables with statistics (such as Table 2 ) and plots (such as those in Figure 2 ).
Measures
The long list of raw measures produced by CoatAnalyze includes, for each revision:
• The number of classes, the number of classes with invariants, the average number of invariant clauses per class, and the number of classes modified compared to the previous revision;
• The number of routines (public and private), the number of routines with non-empty precondition, with non-empty postcondition, and with nonempty specification (that is, precondition, postcondition, or both), the average number of pre-and postcondition clauses per routine, and the number of routines with modified body compared to the previous revision.
Measuring precisely the strength of a specification (which refers to how constraining it is) is hardly possible as it requires detailed knowledge of a class' semantics and establishing undecidable properties in general (it is tantamount to deciding entailment for a first-order logic theory). In our study, we count the number of specification clauses (elements and ed, normally on different lines) as a proxy for specification strength; this provides a good approximation for our practical purposes. In particular, if a clause is added to a specification element without changing its other clauses, we certainly have a strengthening (and, conversely, a weakening when we remove a clause). If some clauses are changed, just counting the clauses may measure strength incorrectly. Our data, however, suggests that changes to existing specifications are infrequent events in a project's life (see Section 5.1); therefore, counting the number of clauses approximates strength to a good degree in practice.
How specifications change
This section presents the main findings of our study regarding what kinds of specifications programmers write and how they change the specifications as they change the system. We organize the results according to four main questions, addressed in the following subsections.
• Do programmers write specifications?
• What kind of specification do they write most frequently?
• What is the relation between specification and project size?
• Do specifications become stronger over time? Table 2 shows much of the quantitative data we discuss in the section for each project; Figure 2 displays the plots of the data about number and percentage of routines with specification for a subset of the projects in our study.
Writing specifications
In most projects in our study, the developers devoted a considerable part of their programming effort to writing specifications for their code. While we specifically target projects with some specification (and ignore the majority of software that does not use contracts), we observe that most of the projects achieve significant percentages of routines or classes with specification: frequently above 33% and as high as 90% in one exceptional case. The standard deviation of these percentages is often one order of magnitude smaller compared to the median value over all revisions, which suggests that the specification-writing effort is kept consistently high throughout a project's life.
Consider, for example, the EiffelBase project-a large collection of generic library classes used in most Eiffel projects. After an initial growing phase, corresponding to a still incipient design that was taking shape, the percentages of routines and classes with specification stabilize around the median values with some fluctuations that-while still significant, as we will comment on later-do not affect the overall trend or the average percentage of specified elements. This two-phase development (initial mutability followed by stability) is present in several other projects of comparable size, and it is sometimes quite extreme, such as for Boogie, where there is a widely varying initial phase, followed by a very stable one where the percentages of elements with specification is practically constant around 30%. We confirmed these informal analyses by sampling the commit logs around the revisions of greater instability. For Boogie, the initial project phase coincides with the porting of a parent project written in Spec# (a dialect of C#), and includes frequent alternations of adding and removing code from the repository.
There are a few outliers where the percentage of elements with specification is small and not kept consistent throughout the project's life. Quickgraph, for example, never has more than 4% of classes with an invariant or routines with a postcondition, and its percentage of routines with a precondition varies twice between 12% and 20% in about 100 revisions.
To evaluate the effects of inheritance on our measures, we visually inspected the plots and we computed Spearman's rank correlation coefficient ρ for the percentages of specified elements in the flat and non-flat versions of the classes. In most cases the correlations are very high (ρ over 95%) with high significance (p < 10 −10 ); therefore, for most classes ignoring the inherited specification does not preclude understanding their qualitative trends. The outstanding exceptions are EiffelBase (ρ = 0.25 and p < 10 −20 ) and GoboXML (ρ = 0.41 and p < 10 −37 ) whose percentages of routines with specification evolve with visibly different shapes. Still, the main differences between the histories in the flat and non-flat versions occur in the initial stages of the projects' lives, where the general variability of the measures is however high. This may suggest that the initial design decisions, which were reviewed significantly while the system was still small, also involve significant changes to the inheritance hierarchy; after the design stabilizes, the flat and non-flat measures tend to vary consistently.
Our analysis focuses on specification of public routines and classes, but we applied the same correlation analysis to compare the trends of specified routine percentages for public and private elements. The results partition the project into two classes. For projects in the first class, the correlation is very high with high confidence; that is, the amount of programmer effort put into writing specification is consistent regardless of the visibility. In contrast, projects in the second class have small correlations (often less than 15% with high confidence) and in fact their graphs show visibly different evolutions for public and private routines. This partitioning probably corresponds to two different approaches to interface design and encapsulation. Interestingly, projects with small correlations tend to be smaller in size with fewer routines and classes; conversely, large projects may require a stricter discipline in defining and specifying the interface and its relations with the private parts, and have to adopt approaches consistent throughout their lives.
The correlation analyses for flat vs. non-flat classes and private vs. public elements is overall qualitatively similar for the other measures we will discuss, therefore we do not repeat it in the remainder.
Kinds of specification
Do programmers prefer preconditions? The normal intuition in this case is that preconditions are simpler to write than postconditions and class invariants, and programmers have immediate benefits in writing preconditions as opposed to postconditions: a routine's precondition defines the valid input, and hence the stronger it is the fewer cases the routine's body has to deal with. Table 2 , however, does not show an appreciable median difference in percentage between routines with precondition and routines with postcondition. While the median percentages of routines with precondition and of routines with postcondition tend to be similar, the percentage of routines with specification (that is precondition, postcondition, or both) is often higher than either one; this entails that in many projects there are three classes of comparable size: routines with only precondition, routines with only postcondition, and routines with both. This suggests that programmers really choose which specification to write according to context and routine semantics, not based on a priori preferences.
A closer look reveals, however, that preconditions are still somehow favored in practice. First, with the only exception of GoboTime where postconditions are systematically favored, the median percentage of routines with postconditions is never significantly higher than the percentage of preconditions. Second, a few projects (CCI, Labs, Quickgraph, and Shweet) systematically neglect writing postconditions but make a significant usage of preconditions. A detailed analysis of GoboTime's implementation and history to explain its unique preference for postconditions belongs to future work.
Finally, class invariants have a somehow different status. While normally a significant percentage of classes includes an invariant, there are some projects (EiffelProgramAnalysis, CCI, Quickgraph, and Shweet) with only 4% or less of the classes annotated. Compared to the others, these projects tend to be less mature or (in the case of EiffelProgramAnalysis) involve students as main developers rather than professionals. Given that the semantics of class invariant is less straightforward than that of pre-and postconditions-and can become quite intricate for complex programs [2] -this might be a reasonable explanation for the different status of these projects.
Specification and project size
Section 4.1 observed that the percentage of specified routines and classes is often fairly stable, especially for large projects in their maturity. To look at the same effect quantitatively, we analyzed the correlation between number of elements with specification and project size; for example, the correlation between number of specified routines and number of routines (specified and non) as the system evolves. In accordance with the qualitative observations of Section 4.1, there is a consistently high correlation with high confidence, always greater than 60% and over 95% in the majority of projects (with high confidences, typically p < 10 −20 ). We also measured the correlation between percentage of specified routines and number of routines (specified and non). We found two projects (EiffelBase and CCI) with high positive significant correlation (80% and 74%). These are somehow special cases, where the fraction of programming effort devoted to writing specification tends to increase with the absolute size of the system (in terms of number of routines). In other words, when the system grows, proportionally more routines get a specification. Since, as we will discuss in Section 5, specifications are not changed often after they have been written, specifications seem to have a central role to introduce elements in these two systems, as they gain an increasingly larger usage. Of course, the absolute percentage growth rate is small and seems to decrease in the latest revisions; hence we cannot exclude that this phenomenon will disappear given enough time.
There are also a few projects (AutoTest and Rxx) with a strong negative correlation (about -90%) between percentage of specified routines and number of routines. AutoTest, in particular, is quite unique as its history is partitioned into two parts, separated by a large merge at revision 150. Before the merge, the system is smaller with high percentages of routines and classes with specification; with the merge, the system grows manifold and continues growing afterward, while the percentage of elements with specification decreases abruptly and then (mostly for class invariants) continues decreasing. More generally, large merges are often the reason for strong irregularities in the absolute or relative amount of specification used.
Finally, the majority of projects have a weak or negligible correlation, that is the percentage effort of writing specifications evolves independently of the project size. In some cases, this is simply due to a high percentage variance in the initial stages of the projects when there were few routines or classes anyway. GoboKernel is one of these cases, where the percentage of routines with postconditions varies wildly in the first 100 revisions when the system is still small and the developers are exploring different design choices and styles (at some point, they introduced their own variants of some system base classes).
Specification strength
The data about specification strength (shown only in the last two columns of Table 2 ) shows trends that are consistent with our observations in Section 4.1: for each project, there is often a "nominal" level of effort in writing specifications to which developers commit soon in the project's life and which remains fairly stable over time. In the first revisions, it is common to have more varied behavior, corresponding to the system design being defined; but the average strength (in terms of number of precondition, postcondition, and invariant clauses) of specifications typically reaches a plateau in the mature phases.
The mild preference for preconditions mentioned in Section 4.2 is visible also by looking at the average strength: when there is a significant difference in absolute numbers (which is often not the case), there are on average more precondition than postcondition clauses. In Boogie, for example, there is about 1 more clause on average; EiffelBase has stronger postconditions on average, but the difference is only of about 0.5 clauses. Class invariants are not directly comparable in strength to pre-and postconditions, since they apply to all routines and attributes of a class, and hence it is natural that, in several cases, they are stronger in absolute numbers (as they have a wider scope).
Labs is an interesting project to discuss specification strength, because it shows a non-trivial behavior. Its average number of class invariant clauses has a step at about revision 29, which corresponds to a merge, when it suddenly grows from 1.8 to 2.4 clauses per class. During the few following revisions, however, this figure drops quickly until it reaches a value only slightly higher than what it was before revision 29. A reasonable interpretation of what happened is that the merge mixed classes developed independently with different programming styles (and, in particular, different attitudes to the usage of class invariants). Shortly after the merge, the developers refactored the new components to make them comply with the overall style, which is characterized by a certain average invariant strength.
One final piece of data about specification strength-which is only based on inspection of the graphs and hence entirely qualitative-is that in a few projects there seems to be a moderate increase in the strength of postconditions towards the latest revisions of the project. If this is a real phenomenon, it may show that, as programmers become fluent in writing specification, they are confident enough to go for the more complex postconditions, reversing their initial (moderate) preference for preconditions. This observation is however not applicable to any of the largest and most mature projects we analyzed (e.g., EiffelBase, Boogie, Dafny).
Why we should care about changing specifications
Given how developers write specifications, this section discusses three application areas that can benefit from the deployment of properly maintained software specification: team software development (Section 5.1), verification and testing (Section 5.2), and persistent storage and retrieval of objects (Section 5.3).
Collaborative development
In collaborative software development, programmers have to periodically synchronize their individual changes to the code-base with her teammates. This synchronization activity is called merging; it is frequently a delicate issue, as the independent work of different developers may introduce inconsistent changes that are not readily reconcilable. In the simplest cases, two developers modify the same portion of code, introducing a textual merge conflict. Being purely syntactical, textual conflicts can be detected automatically. In contrast, a much more subtle type of merge conflict may arise when a developer modifies the implementation of a module M that is used in another module N maintained by other developers. The change may invalidate N 's assumptions about the behavior of M , but such a "semantic" conflict goes undetected until the system executes those modules and a failure occurs. These problems have motivated research that aims to detect merge conflicts early during development, when they are still easily resolvable. The idea of continuously merging, building and testing the changes of all developers [3, 10] is complemented by the concept of awareness systems [23, 5] . Awareness systems monitor all the changes to the code-base by all project members and selectively notify those whose code has been affected by someone else's modifications. A major open issue with awareness systems is how to decide which changes are relevant and which can be ignored; if this is not done properly, there is a risk , and of classes with non-empty invariant (inv ). The thin grey line not appearing in the legend plots the evolution of number of routines in the whole system and is scaled. The second column displays the same measures as the first but in absolute numbers (number of routines or classes). The third column displays the number of routines that change body and specification (body+spec), change body only, and change specification only (spec only).
of flooding developers with irrelevant information that hinders their progress without being really helpful. Can specification help in this respect? As we have seen throughout the paper, specifications in the form of contracts are embedded in the code-base and provide a formal description of a routine's interface to its clients: the routine's precondition formalizes the requirements client must meet when calling it; and the postcondition expresses what the routine will achieve for its clients. Therefore, we could base notifications of potential semantic merge conflicts on changes in the specification: if a routine's r specification changes, its clients should check that their assumptions about r's behavior are still valid; if, instead, r's body changes but not its specification, we can assume that r's behavior is still the same for its clients, which can safely ignore the change. This scheme works only if how specifications are written and modified follows certain rules. First, developers must write specifications in the first place, to properly document their code's behavior. Second, specifications must change much less frequently than implementations: if the interface specification is normally stable, developers will not be flooded by change notifications that do not affect their work.
The data we collected supports these assumptions. First, Section 4.1 discussed how programmers using contracts write a fair amount of specification consistently throughout a system's evolution. For the second point-whether interface specifications are stable compared to implementation changes-we compared two measures in our projects: the series of changes to routine bodies and of changes to their pre and postconditions. We performed a Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the data aggregating all projects to determine if the median difference between the two types of events is statistically significant. The result confirms with high statistical significance (V = 0, p < 7 · 10 −5 ) that specification changes are very infrequent compared to body changes for the same routine. This suggests that developing awareness systems for languages supporting contracts is an interesting endeavor for future work.
Verification and testing
Testing is a widely used verification technique based on executing a system to find failures that reveal errors [1] . Testing requires oracles which determine if the call to a certain routine is valid and produces the expected results. Since specification elements in the form of contracts can be evaluated at runtime like any other program expression, they can serve as completely automatic testing oracles. Previous work (including ours [17, 25] ) has built "push button" testing frameworks that use contracts as oracles.
The effective usage of contracts as oracles in software testing rests on some assumptions. Besides the obvious requirements that specification be available and maintained-which we addressed satisfactorily in Section 5.1-how preand postconditions change affects the testability of routines. A precondition may become stronger or weaker. The stronger the precondition of a routine r is, the harder testing the routine, because more calls to r become invalid; on the other hand, a stronger precondition makes the r's clients more testable, in that if they do not change their calls to comply with r's stricter requirements there is a chance that a good test suite will trigger a precondition violation. Conversely, a stronger postcondition makes r itself more testable.
We performed a Wilcoxon signed-rank test that determines what happens more frequently when a routine's pre-or postcondition changes: does it get weaker or stronger? The test did not provide results as conclusive as in Section 5.1 because changes in specification are generally infrequent, but pointed towards precondition strengthening being more frequent (V = 14, p < 0.12) than weakening, and similarly for postcondition strengthening (V = 10, p < 0.14). Invariant strengthening has slightly higher confidence of being more frequent than weakening (V = 21, p < 0.1). If, however, we restrict the analysis the the Eiffel projects, evidence emerges that strengthening is more frequent than weakening (V = 2, p = 0.05 for preconditions, V = 0, p = 0.04 for postconditions, and V = 14, p = 0.06 for invariants). In all, the effect of strengthening being more frequent than weakening seems to be real but more data is needed to obtain conclusive evidence.
Persistence
The term persistence refers to the long-term storage of objects and their successive retrieval. Since the values of an object's attributes entirely characterize its state, persistence only relates to attribute values and is not affected by the object's routines. As software evolves over time, programmers may modify class attributes by adding new ones, or removing, renaming, or changing the types of existing ones. These changes affect the capability to retrieve previously stored objects [21] ; if an attribute a is added in revision 2, for example, when an object stored in revision 1 is retrieved into the latest system the value of a is undefined. As we discussed in Section 2, class invariants may help detect when inconsistent objects stored in a previous revision are introduced in the system: they express properties of the object state, and hence of attributes, that every valid object must satisfy. The data of our study can shed some light on whether relying on class invariants to detect inconsistently retrieved objects is feasible. Section 4 showed that programmers normally write non-trivial invariants for a significant portion of the classes, and tend to keep the percentage of classes with invariant throughout a project's life; thus, class invariants are normally available. We additionally looked in more detail into how class invariants change in strength over time. Using again a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, we determined what happens when attributes are added to a class: does the class invariant become stronger or weaker, or does it stay the same? There is evidence that the invariant's strength not changing is more likely than the alternatives (V = 0, p = 0.01 in both tests).
5 This is problematic for persistence because it suggests that developers often add new attributes to a class without correspondingly adding new invariant clauses for describing constraints on the new attributes. Hence, the class invariant will likely not help with detecting inconsistent objects as they are retrieved. Our measure of strength as the number of clauses is quite fitting in this situation, as new clauses will describe properties of new attributes that were not there previously.
We detected a similar effect-invariant not changing-when looking at revisions where attributes are removed (with lower confidence: V ≤ 3.0, p ≤ 0.09). In this case, however, the negative consequences are limited to the arguably un-common case of backward retrieval, where we want to restore an object stored with a newer version using an older version of its class.
Threats to validity
Construct validity The raw measures taken by Coat expose two potential threats to construct validity. First, using the number of clauses as a proxy for the strength of a specification may produce imprecise measures; Section 3.3, however, discussed that the imprecision is an acceptable trade-off in most cases (also given that computing strength exactly is infeasible). Second, the flattening introduced to study the effect of inheritance (Section 3.2) introduces some approximations when dealing with the most complex usages of multiple inheritance (select clauses). We are confident, however, that this approximation has a negligible impact on our measurements as these complex usages occur very rarely.
Internal validity Since we targeted object-oriented languages where inheritance is used pervasively, it is essential that the inheritance structure is taken into account in the measures. We fully addressed this major threat to internal validity by analyzing all projects twice: in non-flattened and flattened version (Section 3.2). A different threat originates from Coat failing to parse a few files in some revisions, due to the presence of invalid and outdated language syntax constructs. The impact of this is certainly negligible: less than 0.0069% of all files could not be parsed. Restricting our analysis to the main branches and manually discarding irrelevant content from the project repositories pose another potential threat to interval validity. In all cases, we took great care to cover the most prominent development path and to select the main content based on the project configuration files written by the developers, so as to minimize this threat.
External validity Our study is restricted to two formalisms for writing contract specifications: Eiffel and C# with Code Contracts. While other notations for contracts (e.g., JML) are similar to those we considered, we did not analyze other types of formal specification, which may limit the generalizability of our findings. In contrast, the restriction to open-source projects does not pose a serious threat to external validity in our study, because several of our projects are mainly maintained by professional programmers (EiffelBase and the Gobo projects) or by professional researchers in industry (Boogie and Dafny).
Related work
To our knowledge, this paper is the first quantitative empirical study of specifications in the form of contracts and their evolution together with code. There is evidence, however, that other forms of documentation-for example, comments [8] , APIs [12] , or tests [27] -evolve with code.
A well-known problem is that specification and implementation tend to diverge over time; this is more likely for documents such as requirements and architectural designs that are typically developed and stored separately from the source code. Much research has targeted this problem; specification refinement, for instance, can be applied to software revisions [9] . Along the same lines, some empirical studies analyzed how requirements relate to the corresponding implementations; [11] , for example, examines the co-evolution of certain aspects of requirements documents with change logs and shows that topic-based requirements traceability can be automatically implemented from the information stored in version control systems.
The information about the usage of formal specification by programmers is largely anecdotal, with the exceptions of a few surveys on industrial practices [4, 26] . There is, however, some evidence of the usefulness of contracts and assertions. [14] , for example, suggests that increases of assertions density and decreases of fault density correlate. [18] reports that using assertions may decrease the effort necessary for extending existing programs and increase their reliability. In addition, there is evidence that developers are more likely to use contracts in languages that support them natively [4] . As the technology to infer contracts from code reaches high precision levels [6, 24] , it is natural to compare automatically inferred and programmer-written contracts; they turn out to be, in general, different but with significant overlapping [22] .
Our Coat tool (described in Section 3.2) is part of a very large family of tools that mine software repositories to extract quantitative data. In particular, it shares some standard technologies with other tools for source code analysis (e.g., [19] ).
Conclusions
This paper presented an extensive empirical study of the evolution of specifications in the form of contracts. The study targeted 15 projects written in Eiffel and C# (using Code Contracts) over a total of 97 years of development. The main results show that the percentages of routines with pre-or postcondition and of classes with invariants is above 33% for most projects and, in one exceptional case, around 90%; that these percentages tend to be stable over time, if we discount special events like merge or major refactorings; and that specifications change much less often than implementations-which makes a good case for stable interfaces over changing implementations. Table 2 : Specification overall statistics with non-flattened classes. For each project, we report the number of classes and of public routines (# classes, # routines); the percentage of classes with non-empty invariant (% classes inv); of routines with non-empty specification (% routines spec) and more specifically with non-empty precondition (pre) and postcondition (post); the mean strength of routine preconditions (avg routines pre) and of postconditions (post). For each measure, the table reports minimum (m), median (µ), maximum (M), and standard deviation (σ) across all revisions.
